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Havit Fuxi H3 2.4G Gaming Headset (Black)
The Havit Fuxi H3 is a headset with an interesting design, characterized by a low latency of 24ms, so that no opponent can surprise you.
Large 40mm speakers provide thrilling experiences while listening to music and gaming -  thanks to a 600mAh battery,  you can enjoy
them  for  up  to  26  hours.  The  comfortable  design  padded  with  soft  material  and  ear  pads  filled  with  memory  foam  will  ensure  your
comfort  all  this  time. Meanwhile,  the omnidirectional  microphone will  perfectly capture your voice,  so you can communicate smoothly
with your team.
 
Impressive Working Time
The  integrated  circuit  used  in  Fuxi  H3  is  characterized  by  low  power  consumption  and  high  efficiency,  which  translates  into  a  long
working time of the headphones. The 600mAh battery provides you with 23 hours of operation at 2.4GHz connectivity and 26 hours when
connected via Bluetooth, so that Fuxi H3 can accompany you in every game.
 
Custom Dynamic Speakers
The  40mm  speakers  with  a  range  of  20Hz  -  20kHz  used  in  the  headphones  have  been  meticulously  developed  by  the  Havit  team,
allowing you to enjoy a custom stereo sound facilitating immersion in music and the presented world.
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Low Latency
Speed and agility are important traits of every player, just as low latency is an important feature of every gaming headset. The Broadcom
integrated  circuit  ensures  a  latency  of  only  24ms,  which  is  comparable  to  that  achieved  with  wired  connectivity.  Do  not  limit  your
movements and play wirelessly with Havit Fuxi H3!
 
Omnidirectional Microphone
The Havit  headphones  are  equipped with  a  360-degree omnidirectional  microphone,  which  you can detach and attach at  any time.  It
connects to the headphones using a 3.5mm mini jack. Communicate effectively with your team thanks to Havit Fuxi H3!
 
Quad Connectivity
Among  the  advantages  of  the  headphones  is  also  multi-channel  connectivity.  You  can  connect  devices  using  the  2.4GHz  wireless
hardware key USB-C, but also via a cable with a USB7.1 end or a 3.5mm mini jack. However, if you prefer wireless connectivity, you also
have Bluetooth to choose from.
 
Ergonomic Shape and Comfortable Materials
The icing on the cake is the ergonomic shape of the headphones and the light weight of 186.6g, which ensure that even prolonged use
will  be comfortable.  In  addition,  you can adjust  the headband so that  the ear  pads filled with memory foam, covered with breathable
material, fit your head as well as possible.
 
The set includes:
Headphones
Microphone
    Brand
    Havit
    Model
    Fuxi H3
    Color
    Black
    Speakers
    40mm
    Impedance
    17±15%Ω
    Sensitivity
    106±3dB
    Frequency Range
    20Hz - 20kHz
    Microphone
    6.0 x 2.7mm
    Microphone Sensitivity
    -42±3dB
    Wireless Distance
    10m
    Connectivity
    2.4GHz+Bluetooth+USB-C
    Audio Cable
    3.5mm
    Battery
    Lithium, 600mAh 3.7V
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    Working Time
    26h
    Latency
    24ms
    Weight
    186.6g
    

Price:

€ 37.00

Gaming, Headphones
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